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Quick cleaning for in between  

 

BALLISTOL, the epitome of gun care for shooters and hunters, expanded its already 

very extensive gun care range in 2021 to include some cleaning tools for the .17 

calibre. Now, users of this calibre can have access to the Ballistol FlexClean barrel 

cleaning cord .17 as well as microfibre patches and a brass adapter of the 

aforementioned size. 

 

The FlexClean barrel cleaning cord offers perfect cleaning performance through a 

coordinated interplay of pressure balls and sponges. No further utensils are 

required. The cord immediately removes excess cleaning agent or oil. BALLISTOL's 

barrel cleaning cords are washable, thus reusable, and are stored in a practical 

resealable transport box. 

 

Also new in calibre size .17: Ballistol microfibre patches. These have a higher 

efficiency compared to cotton patches.  Ballistol microfibre patches combine high 

absorbency with strong strength and are excellent for controlling barrel cleaning. To 

complete the range, BALLISTOL offers a sturdy brass adapter in matching size. 
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BALLISTOL has been manufacturing the tried-and-tested Universal Oil for 117 years 

and is a successful company with a pioneering spirit and a high degree of 

innovation, which exports to 70 countries worldwide. The continuously expanded 

portfolio over the years consists mostly of self-developed and self-produced 

products. In addition to the three great classics Ballistol Universal Oil, Ballistol 

Animal and Neo-Ballistol home remedy, the range has grown to a technology series, 

weapon care series, bicycle care series and many more. Today the product range of 

BALLISTOL embraces more than 80 products. BALLISTOL GmbH, a family business, 

has its headquarters in Aham near Landshut in Lower Bavaria. 
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Please visit www.ballistol.de/shop/en for further information on BALLISTOL. 
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BALLISTOL --- The brand for people, animals and all things mechanical. 

https://ballistol.de/shop/en

